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THE NEXT GENERATION OF ACCELERATORS 
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< r, and fror. hnLh perspectives 1 am glad 
ppi'-rtuuitv It: fli-sin); this conference to 
ui l!u- pi-xt Ki'in'Tat Iocs r,f accelerators. 
s will N- very large and will require cor-
large Intel lectu.'i 1, industrial, and flnan-
s for their co^.'letion. Their parameters 

must be well riioseii because as the machines Ret larger 
we can a'*ford to build and run Tewer of them. 

machines which extend presently 
; of '•iL-riiv rtirrent or particle type 
•d for Informal ion In a new quailta-
nr qu.-inl itatlve (energy or current) 

iKwer the most pressing physics 
question* a trie tine in which tl.:> machine is designed. 
The inforr.at ion gained In experiments with a new machine 
serves as a nuirii* tn a no re t und.'imental understanding 
of nature, often bv validating one of several competing 
models which can each explain most of the phenomenon 
observed with the previous generation of devices- Pro
fessors "I rilling and Hjorken, In the previous talks, 
have discussed what we have learned from the present 
generation of machines and the directions theory has 
taken bused on these observations. I will speculate 
about the kinds of machines required to test the cri
tical features of current models of the structure and 
interaction of the elementary particles and to probe 
nop' dccplv some of the phenomena not explained by these 
models. 

It takes about ten years from the first conceptual 
design of a new accelerator to first bean on target. 
The physics questions which the machine was designed to 
answer nust be proposed sufficiently broadly to re-main 
valid after a decade. The machine type and the design 
must be set to give a sufficiently large extension of 
parameters to allow answers to be obtained to questions 
which have not yet even been posed. (There are very 
few examples of machines whose greatest impact on the 
development of physics has come through the experiments 
listed as most important in the physics section of the 
design report.) Expansion capability must be hullt 
into any new design. 

The starting point for any discussion of future 
machines is what we have available now and in Table I, 
I list the highest energy machines now running, under 
construction or in advanced design. In the first group, 
all of the machines except PETRA/PEP have been running 
for some time and these machines, with the addition of 
the SPEAR and DORIS e + e ~ machines, have given us the 
Information leading to the current view of elementary 
particles. 

In the second group of machines the Fermllab 
Energy Doubler is the first attempt to make a large 
superconducting accelerator. On the present schedule, 
it should be finished in 1982 and give a moderate in
crease in center-of-mass energy for fixed target 
studied. 

The CERN Antiprotron Accumulator project uses the 
utocastic cooling technique to make antiproton bunches 
of small phase-space, and with these cooled beams of 
antiprotons CERN will make the first attempt at pro
ducing proton-antiproton colliding beams of useful 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy under 
contract number EY-76-C-03-0515. 

+ Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford 
University, Stanford, California 94305. 

MASTER Table T 
A short catelogue of fa) the highest energy now opera
ting; (b) the highest energy machines now under con
struction; and (c) the highest energy machines now In 
the advanced design stage. 

P a r t i c l e 
Type Machine and Lab 

Energy 
(GeV) 

O p e r a t i o n 
Da te 

+ -e e 

( a ) 

PETRA (DlSY> 
PEP (SLAC) 

18 « 18 Now 

e SLAC 35 Now 
P FNAL 

SPS (CF.RN) 
4511 Now 

PP ISR (CERN) 

(b) 

1! - J1 Now 

P DOUIiLER (FNA.I.) 1000 1982 
PP AA (CERM) 300 • 300 1982 
PP TSAIir.l.I.r. (BKL) 350 • 350 1936 

«V LEP (Europe) 80 « 80 1988 ? 
P UNK (USSR) 3000 1988 ? 
PP TEVATRON (FNA1.) 1 0 0 0 " 1000 1585 ? 

-2 -1, luminosity ( 1 0 J U cm sec ) . The design maximum beam-
beam tune shift of 6v = 0.005 is the same maximum tune 
shift expected Tor nbunched proton-proton colliding 
beams. It is not : ear that this value of tune shift 
can be reached in hunched proton beam collisions. The 
main physics object've of the Antiproton Accumulator 
project is to find >ie 7.° (the neutral carrier of the 
weak force) which is expected to have a mass of about 
100 Ge<.\ Even if the Z° exists it is not certain that 
it can be found in the proposed experiments for the 
present model implies an event rate for Z° production 
and decay to the most easily observable final states 
(e +e~ or u +u~) of between 0.1 and 1 event per day. At 
the lower end of the rate estimates, the 7.° could be 
missed In the background. 

The third machine on the list of those now under 
construction is the superconducting proton-proton 
colliding beam machine ISABELLK. It Is expected to have 
a luminosity of between 10^^ and 10-" c m ~ 2 g e c

- 1 arid thia 
luminosity estimate is not subject to the same uncer
tainty as is the case with bunched pp collisions. 

The third group of machines in Table I are those 
now under design. Since none of these has been author
ized, the completion dates Indicated ln the table are 
only guesses. The LEP design is being carried out at 
CERN. The three TeV fixed target machine UNK is being 
designed at Serpukov using 40 kg superconducting magnets. 
Plans for the eventual addition of various colliding beam 
options are also being made. The third machine, the Teva-
tron PP collider, is a 1 0 3 0 to 1 0 3 1 cm" 2sec~ I luminosity pp 
colliding beam project at FNAI. which will use the FNAL 
energy doubler ring to contain the high energy beams, 
and will use a large aperture accumulator ring (most 
probably using stocastic cooling) now under study. 

In the rest of thia talk I will diacuas some of the 
physics issues which go into setting machine parameters, 
and some of the features of the design of next genera
tion electron and proton machines. 

(A) 

ented at the 1979 Particle Accelerator Confei 

II. Electron Positron Machines 
Energy 
The first question which must be addressed in 
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thinking about a new electron-pu-sitron machine is that 
oi its '.ierj;y. We can look ai present theoretical 
ideas to see if there is a reasonably well defined 
threshold e-.̂ rgy for a new accelerator. Figure 1 takes 7 r - : 

. iiV-

i.., 

& \ •• * - ~ - \ ) 

if <fj HI tlic Lot-il cross SL'-'tinn i«r 
I :,,irii( !."- heavier than the :- meson to 
Initio:) vs. s, the square of I In- *-i'iilur-
"!n r.y.ion in.-hid in); the t l""ee lar;;e 
-= !()0 lias been explored and the indl-
't—ii. '!lie rest Is from mv hraj'.innt f on. 

us nil an iinuginarv t r i |i I'i verv h i p,h en err, i cs in i-'e" 
armihi lnri^n. In it 1 have plotted what we nil̂ ht find 
for R, the ratio of cro-s sections for :nes.>ns and new 
Upton production vs. the square of the runter-of-mass 
energy (s). The region below s = :00 is terra firma. 
Starting at s a bit below 10 it includes the •> re
sonance, the threshold for the product ion of the heavy 
leptor. T, tlio ,.* resonance-, the threshold lor the pro
duction of charmed particles an:! the associated step 
in K, and the first two of the upsilon states. 

Beyond s = 100 is terra incognita. The third up-
silun state should bo found as should "h" mesons and 
an associated snail .step in R. Since new particle 
families seem to appear at each decade In s, 1 would 
I'jiiess that the t quark, the charge 2/3 partner of the 
b which most theoretical models require, will appear 
at s ~1000, first with a few narrow resonances and then 
with abnut a 20''. step in R. We mi^ht also find another 
heavy '. v:--i on to e TIT pi icate the theoretical picture. 
This re;-, lor. up to « = : 500 will he the hunting ground of 
the P;.':K,\ and VY':' M.nnj'.e rlnys. 

At still hi/.h.T energies we cone to the res;i.-n 

wiiere the weak i n: i-rac t : o:i begins : ;> commute with and 
then to dor.inale [he ••) ,-:"t rnnncne t : c interaction. At 
around s= 10,000, jj.iii/e theories would predict the 
appearance of the //'...re.-.onance. At higher energies 
yet (a few x l(j'' CeV"), the threshold for charr.ed-
vector-boson production will be r-ached. This htitfi 
energy region is that which we wi.sh to explore with the 
next generation of .!.•[.-11 ;'ii-pos! tron machines. 

Let us look in a little r.ott detail at the expected 
phenomenology of tie electromagnetic and weak inter
actions in this iii>-h energy regime to see if there are 
any well defined thresholds LJ use In determinJnr, the 
minimum energy or the r.uxt generation iriachir.es. Figure 
2 shows the ratei expected for production of point-]lkc 
particles (..-pair production) in a large e Te" xachine 
with a luminosity oi 10^ 2 cm""2sec~*. The curve shows, 
as a function of center-of-r:ass energy, the electro
magnetic one-photon annihilation process and two models 
of the weak interaction (no interference between elec-

pho 
the 
The 

f>in 
Kivc: 
with 

.'. Ge.irrls ; . r be.:r for ..-pair pro-
ion at a 1-i-iiiu.si t • of in'1- t-rr2sec" 
center-of-mass ener>,v, i he "onc-
nii" curve give the contribution from 
electromagnetic Interne!Inn only. 
"Z"" current weak interaction Is 
ated bv a 7.° of mass 100 GeV and 

0.25. The curve labeled "Fermi" 
s the rate for a weak interaction 

tronagnettc and weak interactions is include;:). The 
Keinberp/Salan model Rives a ;iu;:o resonance pc.k in the 
cross section, the location of which depends nn the 
irnss of Lhc ?.°. ["The predict": ?.n ir.nss has been slowly 
increasing with time and nnw •-eeri's to be about 100 GeV 
(sin 29 w*0.2>. { The curve labelled "Fermi" is that 
expected fnr an infinite 7.° mass and a neutral current 
strength as determined in neutrino experiments (G^ 
ahout 12% of G 2 ) . 

Figure 2 defines a minimum enorcv for tiie next 
generation machine in the ran^e of 120 to 150 GeV. 
Around this energv the weak interaction dominates the 
electromagnetic interaction, independent of gaupe 
theories or, if eauge theories are correct independent 
of the value o( the ?.° mass. 

A second threshold can be defined in tern:s of parti
cular models. This threshold is the energ-. required 
for the production of pairs of charged w n-. -ons. In the 
standard model, this threshold energy is a' t 203 fleV 
in the center-of-nass. 

1 emu-hide that the weak I ntor-ir t ion a. we u:i :er-
stand it to<lav i;ives onlv one m^'lcl indepe:.dfnt thres
hold corresponds to a c m . energy of 12(1-1'.'.I CeV. We 
have insufficient information at present to specifv the 
next weak interaction threshold, but it would be desira
ble to desii-n a new machine such that it's M V V T V r.nuld 
lie increased to the 200 GeV region tn C"-cr w>:.i t present 
theories predict for charped liesons. A r-n-t-.ine of 
-150 GeV Rives an increase of 15-20 in s nvi-r that-
available with. PEP and Pf-TRA, and if past experience is 
a guide we mi;;ht expert somp surprises in hadron phvsics 
as well as a more fundaner.tal knowledge of the weak 
interactions. 

(B) c +e~ Storage Rint;s 
The basic equation governing the deslpn of an 

electron-positron machine ie 
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£v*r (MW) o(m) 
(1) 

w.rfi / i •- tin. desired lu-.inosi tv nt each collision 
j.iiM • r.•..,-! in:i rale per unit cros: section), F.g Is the 
tT'-.-r.'. >" • :u- hear in l!u' ri:ii;, P R Is the rf power re-
quir. .: : -: :.ii.' .:p m r svnehrot ron radiation losses in 
boil: :. i , , .^ [••„. hc-ridiiii: r.i:Uus. \v* is real tod to 
ti-.i- :• i-::. .::II-L ;i: M;V- bean on particles in the 
i-L'-.i-: •-. i it a ;i;iii-;ior. point, and E* is a property 
..i ;;.v .-nj.h- :ii-M. Clwrlv, p* should be made as 
s-vill -is i-nssililt, a:id I will take il t:> be 0.1 m. It 
i-.i->:io: be ">,idn s-iilli-r than the length of the bunch in 
l • •.• :.i Tiri' vim: '3 to f> rr) nnr ran it be reduced 
si,;;ii : i.-.i:lly !>ch:w ". ] r. without excessively shortening 
'.:•• :r.v spue ! or experiments In Die interaction region. 

!he ] .'ir.inet._T .'. / is the linear tune shift ;i t each 
i nt i-i'.u [ i'.n ;ioint, Hn the basis of experience with 
:r..nu .::;:'< rent kinds o! electron storage rings nt inany 
di:'iLren. energies, this quantity is Independent of the 
design of tin- machine and has a maximum value of approx-
I:iat<.lv u.Dt'> (;., for proton rings is thought to be much 
smaller, approximately 0.005). 

Defining a i 
nits of ino i 

V- i - t e r f. e q u a l t o t h e beam ene rgy 
(1) can he r e w r i t t e n a s 

}'•> 

.in;!, cb iec l Ives o; the machine specilv 

..chine de,:j'.n is generally dotermi ned 
their i>rrn!uct is constrained by F.q . 12). 

The bu.in pywer and bonding radius ran be obtained 
I-' t process of 'ust miniiai zation. This minimization 
vU-lds a radius and a cost for a machine which both 
si-.-ili' as the square of the beam energy. If one uses 
PEP and PETRA unit costs, the circumference of a big 
e^e~ machine is jjiven by 

n ; .o(E(Gev)/ioo)2 kx 
New techno.ogy, such as r r superconductivity or pul 
acri-ii-rotiup techr.iqo^s, only changes the constant 
Eq. (3). The .̂ost rptlmistlc estimate for low cost 
supcrenndurt in;-, rf that I have hoard reduces the "-
in Fq. ' i) to "30". 

Figure 3 shows the cost vs. radius for a 60 * «-
GeV and a 100- 100 GeV e +e~ ma'ciiine built with the 
techniques and unit construction costs as used in t 
Pll' and PKTRA projects. The minimum in the total c 
('Deluding ten vears operating power) is quite flat 
this flatness allows us to build a machine which n,i-
able to answer the questions not asked but which ma-, 
the burning Issues of the dav ten years from now wh' 
the machine first runs. The strategy is to choose , 
energy slightly above the lowest threshold energv <h 
finahle now and build n machine with a larger than 
optimum r.idius for this energy. The ?xtra costs fo 
this non-optimum radius is small, and the energy of 
a machine can be Increased if physics warrants it li
the application of conventional technology and ir.cr. 
even further by the application of the new nccele-r.v 
t-.-chnolugles. 

This is just the strategy which the CERH group 
using in : he design of LEP. The LEP machine has a L 

cumference of 30 kilometers which dwarfs the size e: 
the SPS r.adiine. It will probably be designed to t. 
on with enough conventional rf to reach 120 GeV in : 
ccnter-of-mass. An aggressive program to develop si 
conducting rf systems is being pursued In Europe and 
this program comes to fruition the energy of the LEF 
machine can probably be Increased to betwen 200 and : 
GeV in the center-of-mass. 

(3) 
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(C) Linear Colliding fleam Mne 

The I-FP storage ring wi 11 • 
KWIHS Francs to construct. Si 
e + e - storage rings indicate an 
tinna] to the snuare of the em 
arc close to tlie r:.-:x [-run ftnanriallv pracl 
for o +e~ COL lid in? heans. There T.IV howev 
alternate for very high energy e +p~ coll is 
colliding beam systems. CollLding linac beans to priviuce 
large center-of-nass energv has been discussed from 
time t.> time in the literature (sec for example, 'J. 
Amaldi, Phys. Lett. Bfil_, 313 (1976)). More recently 
H. Tigner of Cornell, A. S. Skrinsky of Novosibirsk, and 
I discovered that we had each been independently thinking 
about such systems and their performance Imitations. 

Consider the case of two uniform cylinders of 
charge of radius r b and length ? h bein>; fired at eac', 
other at a frequency of f Hz. The luminosity in tMs 
sttuatic- is given by 

n2r 

where for simplicity I have assumed that the number of 
particles in the two beams are equal. In e +e~ colli
sions, particles in each beam are bent toward the axis 
of the other beam by the strong electromagnetic forces 
as Illustrated in Fig. .. 

Fig. U, Geometry of linear colliding bearc> 
collision region. 
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The fractional change in radius of a particle in one 
beam on passing through the other beam is given by 

(5) 

i !assi.\il I'li'iiron radius and y is the 
a r t i c U s in tli-rtron rest mass units. 

the luminosity Is i;Iv 

used if both the cliTtrr.^ anH 
produce a new hatch of positron 

The standard positron sour, 
of Inrv.c omittance (the norma] i 
S.'.Ad positron source Is > n = nx; 
times the normalized emitt.ince i 
source). The positrons can he i 
damping in a storage ring, fur 
ring of tune , and energy F. i n 

f the ::!./>'. 
•tr>]«-| ];,- r, 
•in flr.M r-.: 

O.-'f K (Cll'V)/ 

determine .in.l it wi 
,i: inn t<- ! iml It , hu 
take ;-,,> •- 1. At l 

nih.-ibly lake 
r this analv 
limit the In 

After darning, a beam of f. = ().'> > 
of v = 2 will have the same oni 11. 
SU\n electron beam. 

A complete linear colliding 
Rtratrd sehomat (rally In Fig. 0. 

rage ring 
of the 

.2 d". H ,1 ^ 1 

iir... ri •;•!]' i.-.! [-•- ,K I T 1 er.it t- (hi- Jn-arn I r.t ceases- linearly 
viih en-rgv), whil,- as we in-.v -,ccn earlier Llie cost oi 
storage riii;-. c u M i a l n g beam sr.ilos as the srunrc of the 
i-m-r.:v. At ^ I-M- energy, I i:i.-.,r e1ocLron-positron 
colliding beam svsU'ns jrais^ lif- less costly than storage 
r lags. 

A second Hir.lt for linear colliding beam systems 
comes from the emission of synchrotron radiation in the 
collision process. The fractional ener;;y loss bv a 
particle at the edge of one hean passing through the 
other hean is alvcn by 

where •"![., .^ are respectively the bend angle and radius 
of curvature of the particle deviated by passing through 
the other beam <-'iS * r b / r b ; . a ^ !J;/rb) . The synchro-

I'-V loss gives an energy spread In the collision 
aximum value of this energy spread is limited 
vsics experiments one wants to carry out. At 
synchrotron radiation induced energy spread 

tron e 
and th. 
by the 

the 

_ ElCeV) V(10 

n-ri-iii 1" ra l •• tii.' 
-ad sets a lower bound 
•bine. 

m r c c to use In 
,t sufficiently 
i • requlred number 
ifter the beam-
i now in use (DESY, 

t.t tin not vet have a ;•<<;•.-i (ron s 
this linear colliding bea; •.• t'.ni. . 
energy we can, in I'nci, regenerate t 
of positrons from the electron beam 
beam collision. All positron source 
Frascati, Orsay, Sl.AC) have to within 20% the same 
efficiency for positron production and this efficiency 
only depends on the energy nf the particles Incident on 
the positron production target. 

(10) 

For a beam energy of 100 HeV the positrons can be r e 
generated each pulse a f te r the primary col l i s ion by the 
disrupted e lect ron beam (50 GeV beams can obviously be 

r p - < 
*- BOOST Ef> 

' PCSHRO'J PHCOt'CTCfJ 

Fig. 5. Schematic oi a linear colliding beam 
system. 

Il consists nf two na i n linear accelerators, a positron 
production target, a m o l i n g rin>'., and a booster to get 
the positrons to the appropriate e-.c-rgv for injection 
into the cooling ring. Some parameters for a possible 
linear colliding bean system with an induced energv 
spread ot 1% using round Gaussian beams of 

R r » 0 - 350 CeV 
dius • 

10' 
I. 
10 32 -1 

Linear colliding beam systems are still in their 
Infancy. Much remains to be done in the wav of system 
optimization, studv of the beam-beam limit, study of the 
possibility of multiple interaction ,-ofnts and investi
gation of the stability and phase-space dilution of 
l.trge linear accelerators. The linear scaling law with 
energy makes these svstens extremely promising and we 
are pursuing various studies on the subiect at SLAC. 

<.\) Physics 

onter-of 

Proton Machines 

ergv 
target machine is proportional to the square root oi 
the energv of the beam incident on the target. The 
center-of-mass energy, the machine intensity, and rhe 
variety of h m s available determine which of the phy
sics questions described earlier bv Profe::snr Rjnrken 
can be addressed with such a machine. Tucntv TeV is 
about a high an energy as I can think about now and I 
list below the center-of-mass energies nf a 20 TeV pro
ton beam on a fixed target, of the 10 TeV neutrino beans 
which can be generated with such protons, and of some of 
th.- other machines now under design or in construction. 

http://er.it
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C M . Energy (CeV) 
t'J TeV p 190 
• - . . • : . 135 
; 150-200 
•..-•••Vi i ;.i 700 
:KN /-.\ 600 

•-.,] I1!' 2000 

:i-L ;i :[....:• -, to n.e that fixed target 
. .,., ,t .J!J U-V cannot compete in the search 

.•-.:.-•• i •: t> .in-.' of the questions defined 
•'• r e.-:-r.p! <-, Ikev are not competitive with 

-.r.'.i-s i .>r n--w nuarks and leptons or far Z° 
. :i.-.-. ".:..-v cannot compete with I.EP, ISABFU.F, 
AA t-r-i-i-ct, or *hc FSAI. Pi project in searches 
•.!,-,!. :-.|ts carriers n*" neutral currents. Thc-v 
:I.-I oc.pete with Che CrKK AA, JSABEU.F, or Lhe 
. r: M •;)•-[ .̂i iii1 out new hU.h <rnss section effects 
•~:,r-.i .-.T. collision*; such as those things hinled 
..• ri-.e:i: i-[.sr:if-r;iv data (Ceiilauro e v e n t s ) . 

h,- i.tlici ham', sir. Ii lar|;e proton na chinos may 
•-.tii..1, in '.tin! i es of meson-nurl eon interact ions 
•...-, ( •>] 1 Mer-. hr.v no secondary b e a n s ) ; lnr>:r 
.- mr.-ntu" experiments where the lnrs;<- effec--
::siiv of rhc r ixed target Tacliir.es <7 •- lo"*1 

/ :.'•- villi -.illow r:easi:rer:cnis to he made to much 

•;>!• ion re'n t i.ir.=-. The principal interest in 
- , nines is probably associated with the 

• •ilidiiic, bu.i:'. M-hemes which require a J arize 
i. -. i:.. .-is nn in;ector . 

that the total p p-ndurri.in r. 
same as fnr the CTRN AA proje, 
machine die size of Lhe fT.RS 
could increase the p vie id swi 
creased luminosity. The lu^ii 
fhe length of the tree sp.i; e 
to a first approximation ihe 
to one over the length of i lie 
would gladly trade n faci.it n 
experimental area for a f.i.in 
sity. 

Properties of -ore nil 1 i 
with a 20 TeV proton rac 

iunal 
tonally 

Parameter P - P Pi:.-,. I <i 0 ll( imir- . i- - p 

•'. (Ti'V) 20 • 20 20 • 0 20 • 20 . ] . ' . • 20 

B (kp.) 100 i 0 ' 1110 . 7 - 1 0 0 

n (c.tc}i (in) ,,,13 f. . i i , |.. 6 - 1 0 | J '. - 1 0 1 3 

•Hindu'- • ' . :.-... n i l - , ! I nO 

,-v .:ii)5 . •• n .005 .06 • .005 

p r t c Space-
for Exp (n) •120 ' 121 •:ro •20 

U ( c m " 2 s e c ~ ' ) 2.5 - 1 0 3 n 1 . 'j • 1 , 1 1 5 • l o ' 2 1 x 1 0 " 

(ii) 

'..'it'u verv :'i;w assumpt iony about the properties of 
the hi.". rrif:r -achines, ' car. describe one. I assume 
a peak ra,;neiit :ield <•( ]'.n) ki'.auss {not now available 
but being worked n n ) , an average external beain current 
of 10 ]-* protons per second, and a repetition rate of 
f\ 02 s e c - ' . Then, with the maximum energy of the beam 
in TeV, th« approximate parameters of the machine are 
given below. 

rirennfcrenre (km) 
Refrigerator rower (MW) 
UV fMV per turn) 
Total rf Power (MV) 
Peak Stored Fnen;y in 

Field (mep,a joule) 
Peak Stored E n e m y in 

lin.ir: fr.c-fiajnule) 
cos: (S X If)'1) 

3E 

21-2 
(5-10)E 

7SF. 
250K 

I!K nunlu-rs fiir a 20 TeV nartiine are verv lar^e. 
The t :r-!i--\ i i-i:ce is twice that of the LEV design, 
r-ii-arlv \'<"- y.* uf power (;» into the refrigeration svs-
ter. ni'.llv for hvsteresi'; lo'.^CR In ri.e superconductor. 
1 lie ri •-• i .•ieratinf. ŷ:-t.2::i nrpilres over BOO MV pcr 
tnr:i and a eonvent ior.a I rf svstei would have an jvcraj;? 
;«r:wL-r d i s\ i--.,t ion of 1 DO to 20fl M W {clearly rf super-
con-ii:.. t ivi Ly is -ipp 1 ica!)]*• here as well as in tiic c e~ 
stor.'if;'. :ir.i;.i). The ">*:•:i~:.\-?. t-ieffiy stored in the field 
at the peak T.r the ,.:a- 'crat ion cycle is 20 g U a J o u l e s 
TTnikinn -..j--.-t!,in« of a prohl.T; fnr cpaench. protection. 
The stcr..-J eai-r,'.v in the bean at the peak oneri'v is 
abou: i \ ,:i-.;a^oules, pi-rh.ps Riving some severe tar-
Ketin;; p r o M e - s . 1 he cost of the 20 TeV machine would 
be roughly arn-.::, ! 'j billion dollars r.akinR it unlikely 
that surli ,i machine will l.e built hy other than j:i 
inter rer.i una 1 col labor nt ion. 

The p.jr'ineters of .i jiossihlc ;;et ot colliders to 
be associated with the bij; proton machine arc Riven 
in Table II. These numbers were worked our by S. Y. 
Chen, t . D. CoMrant, E. K e i i , }i. N. King, P. Mclntyre, 
I. M s h i k a w a , and H. Vivarpent at the ICFA meeting on 
limitations of accelerators held at FKAI, in October of 
1978. The pp luminosity is limited by the assumption 
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